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By Duane Thomas
The AR-15 has

become the 1911
of the rifle world.
These days it’s
produced by a
huge number of
different compa-
nies, including
several of the
majors. Recently Sturm, Ruger & Co. added their
name to that list with their piston-driven SR-556.

The SR-556 has all the features that serious
users have come to expect on a well set-up “tacti-
cal” AR-15. The barrel is chrome-lined stainless,
16-1/8” long, twist is 1:9”. The forend is a quad
rail. Along the top of the rifle, three pieces of rail
mate (or don’t quite mate, more about which
shortly) to give a full-length rail for mounting vari-
ous optics, lights, bipods, etc. The bolt, carrier and
extractor are all chrome plated. The trigger is sin-
gle-stage, and quite nice. The stock is an M4-type
slider, the pistol grip a rubber finger groove design
from Hogue. The flash hider is the elongated bird-
cage that Ruger put on its hider-equipped Mini-
14s in decades past (and is again, currently, on
one of its Tactical Model Mini-14 variants). I do
wish this design was closed on bottom instead of
being pierced all the way around, as that can raise
dust when firing from
a prone position on
dirt. Removable, flip-
up, backup iron
sights, so popular on
AR-15s these days,
are present and
accounted for. The dual aperture rear sight is
adjustable only for windage; the front sight blade
is adjustable for elevation and protected by HK-
style circular wings. In all, the features of the SR-
556 were well chosen.

The big departure from convention in this
rifle is that it does away with the typical AR-15
gas system and replaces it with a piston-driven
operating rod. In front of the forend, above the
barrel we find a pierced regulator knob, suit-

able for shoving,
say, a screwdriver
through the hole to
turn the knob. The
gas system has four
settings numbered
0-3. Number 0 is
completely “Off”
for manual-only
operation. Numbers 1-3 relate to progressively
larger gas ports: 1 is to adjust the gun for mini-
mal recoil, the rifle is set at 2 from the factory
which is considered the normal operating
mode, and 3 is for use in hostile environments

or when the gun is
extremely dirty, and
you simply need a
lot of energy to oper-
ate the action. The
FN-FAL has had a
similar system for

decades. This is a VERY nice feature.
There were a few areas on this rifle that could

have been better executed, perhaps due to being
an early production sample from a company not
yet used to building AR-15s. For instance, opera-
tion of the thumb safety was mushy; it had to be
pushed the entire 90-degree arc from Safe to Fire,
instead of getting about halfway then snapping
over as it should. Fit of the optional slip-on hand-
guards was sloppy; they actually wiggled around
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“Only accurate rifles 
are interesting.”

- Jack O’Connor
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